
The Students in Miss Yesi's Tribe learned
about all of the planets in our solar system.
They had fun and worked so hard making
their own solar system! They even made up
their own song to memorize the planets and
also picked fun and silly names that rhymed
with the planets to help them memorize!

In our Physical Activity Component of Space
Quest, the "Dream Team" Tribe played "Space
Tag"! The objective was for the students to be
either aliens or astronauts while the alien are
trying to rid the astronauts from the planets if
they get tagged then they go to the black hole
in the middle of the cones, they are safe when
they step into the planets around the black
hole which are the hoola hoops! The "Dream
Team" had so much fun playing Space Tag!
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Making vibrant colored eggs! The students at clayton youth got to
color their own boiled eggs. From so many colors to choose from
they got to pick their favorite color and even got to mix their eggs
with different colors and made rainbow colored eggs. They even
got to learn the science behind dying boiled eggs, and how the egg
went through a chemical change using vinegar! When the
students added vinegar to water, it created conditions for food
coloring to dye the egg. Since eggs are made out of calcium
carbonate, this calcium in the shell reacts with the acid in the
vinegar to make carbon dioxide. Everyone was so amazed with
the science experiment!

"Dying our eggs was so
much fun! We got to
choose our favorite

bright colors"!
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This month has been all about sports madness! The
students at Clayton Youth have been getting to

participate in many different physical activities. Did
you know that participating in physical activities
improve your memory and brain function, maintain
muscle strength and balance!? The students got to
participate in boxing, basketball, jump rope, catch,
ring toss and many more fun activities. They're sure

getting enough exercises done here at Clayton!
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